Spanking: A Hands-On Guide
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Spanking is more than just slap-happy
foreplay—it can fulﬁll a variety of needs. We
turn the other cheek and consult the experts
on this hard-hitting topic.
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When it comes to adult spanking, the classic image of a young woman laid across the knee, with a
reddened behind exposed to the mercy of the spanker, has been an enduring, and enticing, image for
decades, if not centuries.

Stroke of Genius

But spanking is more than a form of slap-happy foreplay. There are several distinct aspects to the
psychology and practice of spanking that set it apart from the sexual realm. To understand the
practice further, we drafted in a pair of experts to set us straight. Needless to say, we were on our best
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behavior. Let’s get cracking!

Superhorny

Austin, Texas-based disciplinarian Miss Rachel oﬀers “professional therapeutic discipline” by way of
her website Positively Spanking. With her therapeutic and emotional approach to the practice, Miss
Rachel is quick to point out the separation between sexual activity and spanking.

Tanya Tate

“I make it crystal clear that I am not a dominatrix,” she states. “I do probably have sadistic tendencies
because I enjoy giving pain, but I enjoy doing it because it makes other people happy. I’m really a
giver, if you look at it that way.”

“Some people have to have their pants pulled down, and
that’s ﬁne. But if people start to grind on me, then I’ll make
them stand up, put their hands against the wall and start
paddling them. Trust me, the erection goes away pretty
quickly then.”
Miss Rachel

Giving us a European perspective is Elsa Svenson (aka Miss Svenson) of Well Smacked Seat, a fetish
site that caters to those who enjoy watching corporal punishment administered to young women who
have strayed from the path of good. Miss Svenson, originally from Scandinavia, is based in the U.K.,
just outside London.
“I discovered that spanking sparked a real interest in me,” recalls Miss Svenson of her introduction to
the practice. “I wasn’t aware of the ‘spanking community’ then, but gradually I bumped into a couple
of connoisseurs, and my knowledge of the joyous complexity and variety of the British spanking scene
grew. I couldn’t let it go.”
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HUSTLERMagazine.com: Can you please explain the diﬀerence between a dominatrix and a
headmistress/spanking specialist?
Miss Svenson: Spanking, and in particular headmistress role play, is a specialist strand of BDSM.
Typically, a disciplinarian like me specializes in authority role models and dresses accordingly—
whereas a dominatrix oﬀers a much wider range of BDSM activities and dresses to that role, for
example latex or leather. We know each other, we like each other…but we are not the same.
Miss Rachel: A dominatrix is going to have sexual components to what they do. Maybe leather or
bondage, which are not things I do. I don’t get naked. I’m very prudish. I spank people’s bare bottoms,
but I have no desire to make it a sexual scene. I like to use it therapeutically. It can be a way for people
to set goals and become accountable for themselves with real life consequences. I will do role play
scenarios, but if they start saying things like, “I want you to caress me,” then I’m like, “No.”
Some people have to have their pants pulled down, and that’s ﬁne. But if people start to grind on me,
then I’ll make them stand up, put their hands against the wall and start paddling them. Trust me, the
erection goes away pretty quickly then.
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Is orgasm ever a part of the spanking process, or is that considered a separate form of pleasure?
Miss Svenson: In my world, orgasm is not part of a spanking. Other disciplinarians may see it
diﬀerently.
Miss Rachel: I hate when people expect something sexual, because they got [that expectation]
somewhere else. There will be no supervised release with me. I don’t want to see your junk.
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In your experience, what draws people to the world of spanking?
Miss Rachel: It’s hard to explain to somebody who hasn’t been spanked. Some people, like me, want to
use it to positively reframe a negative experience.
I’ve had quite a few people who’ve had really traumatic childhood experiences and want a nurturing
person, which I can be. I have two kids. I’m a mom. I can do that.
I went into my education because I wanted to be a social worker. I just took a diﬀerent path in doing
that.
Miss Svenson: As I have grown in experience at understanding spanking (and believe me—all kinds of
people, men and women, can have an interest in being spanked), I have become increasingly more
skillful at understanding where people are coming from.
For example, one man I have known for many years ﬁrst came to me wanting to be bent over and
caned on the seat of his trousers like a schoolboy. Over the years we have explored bringing fantasy,
art and history into our meetings. Now he sometimes wants to be birched or even begin with a hard
beating. It’s almost as if we have been on a journey together, and that is just one individual—
everybody is diﬀerent!

Spanking usually elicits images of an open palm, with the recipient placed across the knee, but
which other methods of administering punishment (rods, canes, etc.) are popular and eﬀective?
Miss Svenson: Spanking desires are rooted in culture. In England, many adults are interested in
traditional corporal punishment (although over-the-knee spanking is a pretty universal fantasy).
Brits like the ritual of being bent over for the cane—swishy, atmospheric and strangely beautiful.
Miss Rachel: I love the cane. It’s my favorite. That’s really good for school-type role play. Personally, I
love straps.
I hate the hairbrush though. The handles are too short and I always dig into my palm. I’m a heavy
hitter.
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“Spanking desires are rooted in culture. In England, many
adults are interested in traditional corporal punishment
(although over-the-knee spanking is a pretty universal
fantasy).”
Miss Svenson

HUSTLER: What are the major do’s and don’ts when it comes to spanking?
Miss Rachel: First of all is communication. I have a line of questioning such as, “Are there any
implements you’d like to use?” “Are there any that are oﬀ the table?” “Have you any medical
conditions?” “Are you looking for ‘funishment’—which is a chatting and spanking—or maybe
motivational spanking?”
Paying attention to the body is key. After-care is huge. Make people feel they’ve been heard and are
loved. It’s a really raw experience.
Miss Svenson: I echo the best standards of the BDSM community—consensual, sane and safe. After
that, explore and enjoy.
HUSTLER: What is your stance on safe words in spanking?
Miss Rachel: If people want to use safe words that’s ﬁne. I’m pretty good at body language; I’ve been
doing this for a while. I am a heavier spanker, and I let people know that. I don’t believe punishment
should be light.
When I was punished as a child, I never got a warm-up. Not that I don’t give them, but to me that’s
less realistic if it’s a role play situation.
Finally, what would you recommend for an individual or couple who are curious about getting into
spanking for the ﬁrst time?
Miss Svenson: The most important thing for a couple is to be sure that they are both interested—it
must be consensual. Everybody knows how to slap a bottom, but if implements come into the picture,
then take care to learn about safety. For the interested individual “newbie,” take your time to research
ﬁnding the right person for you.

Connect with Miss Rachel: Twitter @MissRachel_PS.
Connect with Miss Svenson: ElsaSvenson.com.
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